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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 

 

The Daily Comment will go on hiatus beginning Wednesday, November 23, and will return on 

Monday, November 28.   
 

[Posted: November 21, 2022—9:30 AM EST] Global equity markets are lower this morning.  

In Europe, the Euro Stoxx 50 is currently down 0.5% from its prior close. In Asia, the MSCI 

Asia Apex 50 Index closed down 1.8%. Chinese markets were lower, with the Shanghai 

Composite closing down 0.4% from its prior close and the Shenzhen Composite closing down 

but relatively unchanged. U.S. equity index futures are signaling a lower open.  

 

With 473 companies having reported so far, S&P 500 earnings for Q3 are running at $56.40 per 

share, compared to estimates of $55.45.  Of the companies that have reported thus far, 69.1% 

have exceeded expectations while 24.7% have fallen short of expectations. 

 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold:  
 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (11/07/2022) (with associated podcast) “Reflections on 

the 20th Party Congress.”  Due to the upcoming holiday, the next BWGR will be our 2023 

Outlook published on December 12. 

• Weekly Energy Update (11/17/2022): In this week’s report we discuss Iran’s increasingly 

reckless behavior.  We also note the upcoming changes to Europe’s oil purchases from 

the EU on December 5.  As usual, we recap major stories and last week’s data.  Due to 

the upcoming holiday, our next report will be published December 1.   

• Asset Allocation Quarterly – Q4 2022 (10/18/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q4 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (11/14/2022) (with associated podcast): “The Impossible 

Trinity” Due to the upcoming holiday, our next report will be published December 5.   

• Asset Allocation Q4 2022 Rebalance Presentation (11/14/2022): Video presentation 

featuring the Asset Allocation Committee as they review our asset allocation strategies, 

recent portfolio changes, and the current macro environment 

 

Our Comment today opens with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war, where it appears that the 

Russian forces recently pushed out of the southern city of Kherson are now being redeployed to 

other parts of the front line and are digging in for a stronger defense.  We next review a wide 

range of other international and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the financial 
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markets today, including a welcome upward revision to economists’ expectations for the 

Eurozone’s economy this winter. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  Now that the Ukrainian military has pushed the Russian occupiers out of the 

southern city of Kherson and its environs, various reports indicate that the Russians are 

redeploying their withdrawn forces to other fronts, with an emphasis on the northeastern Donbas 

region.  The latest news suggests that they are also prioritizing the building of new defensive 

lines to limit Ukraine’s ability to make further gains.  Meanwhile, the Russians continue to 

pummel Ukraine’s civilian infrastructure with air, missile, and kamikaze drone attacks.  As 

winter takes hold in Ukraine, we suspect that the Ukrainians will prioritize keeping the pressure 

on the Russian forces in order to complicate their efforts to reconstitute and regain their combat 

strength. 

 

 
 

• Despite the Kremlin’s on-going propaganda efforts regarding its invasion, new polling 

suggests that Russian citizens are becoming increasingly anxious about the war.  This 

https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-crisis-crosshairs-live-briefing/31668477.html
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indicates that President Putin’s political position is becoming increasingly at risk even 

among the broader public. 

• Meanwhile, demonstrations against Western support for Ukraine are continuing and even 

spreading into Europe.  The demonstrations, organized by both the far left and the far 

right, raise the risk that Western governments could eventually be forced to reduce their 

support for Kyiv which would give Russia a freer hand in the war. 

 

Eurozone:  Despite the continuing war in Ukraine, economists have recently boosted their 

forecasts for the Eurozone’s near-term economic growth and now believe its downturn this 

winter will be much milder than earlier thought.  Greater fiscal support from governments, lower 

gas prices, and a mild autumn have all helped to improve the bloc’s outlook, with many 

economists now expecting the Eurozone’s economic output to decline just 0.5% in the fourth 

quarter and 0.1% in the first quarter of 2023. 

• Importantly, a mild autumn and success in building up huge stocks of natural gas have 

left the Eurozone in a relatively good position to avoid the massive energy crunch 

previously expected to result from Russia’s cut-off of energy exports to the bloc. 

• If the Eurozone’s economic performance comes in as now expected, it would likely give 

a boost to the bloc’s stock markets and help U.S. firms that conduct business there. 

o Of course, U.S. investors might also see some benefit from the weakening dollar, 

which tends to boost their returns from foreign stocks and increases the value of 

U.S. firms’ foreign revenues. 

o The U.S. dollar index is now down approximately 5.5% from its most recent peak 

in late September, and it has fallen some 4% in November alone. 

 

 
 

Turkey:  Over the weekend, in response to last week’s terrorist bombing in Istanbul, the Turkish 

military launched air strikes against Kurdish militant’s bases and other sites in Syria and Iraq.  

The ministry also said it had destroyed 89 targets, including shelters and ammunition depots, and 
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that senior members of the PKK “were among those neutralized.”  Such a large series of strikes 

raises the risk of new instability in the region. 

 

China:  The broad new wave of COVID-19 infections continued unabated over the weekend, 

with daily new infections remaining above 24,000.  In addition, the country reported its first 

fatalities from the disease since late May.  Separately, Hong Kong’s chief executive has tested 

positive for COVID-19 just days after interacting with his boss, President Xi Jinping, at the Asia 

Pacific Economic Cooperation forum in Bangkok.  Xi is therefore at risk of coming down with 

the disease, increasing the likelihood that he will be in quarantine for some time after returning 

from his trip. 

• Even though Beijing has ordered that the country’s previous Zero-COVID policy be 

watered down to reduce the negative impact on the economy and people’s social lives, 

the new infection wave means that there is some risk that the government will backtrack 

and impose new lockdowns in the future.  Besides, with so many Chinese residents still 

unvaccinated, millions of people could begin to self-quarantine to keep from being 

infected. 

• In either case, the new wave threatens to become another headwind for the Chinese 

economy in the coming weeks and months.  And of course, that would imply new 

headwinds for the global economy and financial markets.  For example, China’s torturous 

exit from Zero-COVID lockdowns has helped push global crude oil prices down below 

$80 per barrel last week. 

 

Indonesia:  An earthquake struck the island of Java early today, leaving at least 56 people dead, 

around 700 injured, and hundreds of buildings damaged.  The quake registered 5.6 on the Richter 

scale, making it a rather moderate temblor despite the damage and loss of life. 

 

Democratic Republic of Congo:  Ethnic tensions have erupted into the most intense clashes in a 

decade, with the M23 rebel group advancing to within 12 miles of the city of Goma and pushing 

United Nations-backed Congolese government forces from several surrounding towns.  The 

advance raises the prospect that M23 and its foreign allies could dominate a region that produces 

important minerals, including tin, gold, tantalum, and coltan. 

 

Colombia:  Even though recently inaugurated leftist President Gustavo Petro had pledged to 

stop new oil and gas exploration projects in Colombia, his finance minister signaled in a recent 

interview that the government will first review existing contracts to see if any modifications are 

necessary.  Stepping back from Petro’s plan to end Colombian fossil fuel exports could help 

buoy the economy and reverse a steep fall in the peso. 

 

COP27 Climate Summit:  As the global summit conference to address climate change ended 

over the weekend, negotiators reached a deal in which large, rich, developed countries would set 

up a special fund to help the poorest less-developed countries manage the cost and damage of 

global warming.  In return, the developing countries agreed to support the current targeted cuts in 

global greenhouse gas emissions.  However, the size, structure, and mechanics of the fund were 

left to be hashed out sometime in the future. 

 

https://www.scmp.com/news/china/science/article/3200284/man-87-chinas-first-covid-death-countrys-worst-outbreak-months?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20221120&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3200095&article_id_list=3200278,3200281,3200284,3200095,3200259,3200183,3200287,3200223&tc=8&CMCampaignID=5fd46e63cf033f78dfd0b9cd3977c4fa
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-records-first-covid-19-deaths-since-may-as-cases-edge-toward-record-high-11669029388?mod=hp_listb_pos3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/china-records-first-covid-19-deaths-since-may-as-cases-edge-toward-record-high-11669029388?mod=hp_listb_pos3
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https://www.ft.com/content/80119e85-8e80-48cd-9740-1594d0bd8d87
https://www.ft.com/content/80119e85-8e80-48cd-9740-1594d0bd8d87
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/at-cop27-poorer-countries-secure-climate-damage-fund-without-pledging-faster-emissions-cuts-11668947145?mod=hp_listb_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/articles/at-cop27-poorer-countries-secure-climate-damage-fund-without-pledging-faster-emissions-cuts-11668947145?mod=hp_listb_pos1
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U.S. Consumer Demand:  As the holiday shopping season kicks off in earnest this week, new 

data and polling suggest that headwinds such as high inflation and rising interest rates will push 

down spending on gifts this year.  The polling indicates that people will buy less presents and 

spend marginally less than they did on presents last year. 

 

U.S. Energy Sector:  Although it now looks like Europe could skirt the big energy crisis it was 

previously expected to face this winter, the massive energy exports to Europe and other issues 

are pushing heating costs dramatically higher in the U.S. Northeast this winter.  The New 

England regional grid operator has said that it will be able to cope under normal weather 

conditions this winter but warned that a prolonged period of particularly cold temperatures could 

force it to ration electricity supply, potentially through rolling blackouts that could negatively 

affect the region’s economy. 

 

U.S. Cryptocurrency Market:  As part of its bankruptcy process, crypto exchange FTX and its 

linked companies filed a list of their 50 largest creditors on Sunday, and the filing showed that all 

of those creditors were customers which are owed more than $20 million.  Two of those are due 

over $200 million. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

  

U.S. economic activity slumped last month as production and employment indicators had steep 

declines.  The Chicago Fed National Activity Index came in at -0.05 in October.  The reading 

was below consensus -0.03 and the previous report’s revised figure of +0.17. The chart below 

shows the six-month moving average of the Chicago Fed National Activity Index.   
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The table below lists the economic releases and/or Federal Reserve events scheduled for the rest 

of the day.  

 

 
 

Foreign Economic News 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis. The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below. Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators. The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important. We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change. Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market. Red 

indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are following 

closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions. We will add a 

paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 

 

Financial Markets 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis. Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above. We will add a paragraph below if a 

certain move merits further explanation. 

13:00 Mary Daly Speaks Talks on Price Stability President of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

Federal Reserve

Economic Releases

 No economic releases for the rest of today

Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

New Zealand Credit Card Spending y/y Oct 24.8% 34.1% 34.0% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

EUROPE

Germany PPI y/y Oct 34.5% 45.8% 42.1% ** Equity bullish, bond bearish

Switzerland M3 Money Supply y/y Oct -0.2% 0.1% 0.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Domestic Sight Deposits CHF w/w 18-Nov 524.4b 529.8b * Equity and bond neutral

Total Sight Deposits CHF w/w 18-Nov 562.1b 571.1b * Equity and bond neutral
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Commodity Markets 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 

 

 
 

Weather 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts are showing moderating temperatures which are expected to be 

warmer-than-normal for the central parts of the country, with cooler-than-normal temperature in 

the New England region.  Wet conditions are expected in the Pacific and Rocky Mountain 

regions. 

Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 466 468 -2 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 411 414 -3 Up

TED spread (bps) 56 53 3 Widening

U.S. Sibor/OIS spread (bps) 432 431 1 Up

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 435 434 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 3.83 3.83 0.00 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) 182 180 2 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Up Down

Euro Down Up

Yen Down Down

Pound Down Up

Franc Down Up

Central Bank Action Current Prior Expected

PBOC 1-Year Loan Prime Rate 3.650% 3.650% 3.650% On Forecast

PBOC 5-Year Loan Prime Rate 4.300% 4.300% 4.300% On Forecast

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $87.13 $87.62 -0.56%

WTI $79.59 $80.08 -0.61%

Natural Gas $6.30 $6.30 -0.03%

Crack Spread $37.20 $36.81 1.04%

12-mo strip crack $32.12 $31.94 0.57%

Ethanol rack $2.68 $2.68 -0.18%

Metals

Gold $1,740.35 $1,750.68 -0.59%

Silver $20.65 $20.94 -1.40%

Copper contract $359.50 $364.15 -1.28%

Grains

Corn contract $667.00 $670.00 -0.45%

Wheat contract $811.75 $822.00 -1.25%

Soybeans contract $1,423.75 $1,428.25 -0.32%

Shipping

Baltic Dry Freight 1,189            1,228            -39

Energy Markets
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 11/18/2022 close) 
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These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return. Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 11/18/2022 close) 
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Growth
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Small Cap

Large Cap
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Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily. The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

November 17, 2022 
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P/E as of 11/16/2022 = 18.7x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 18.7x, up 0.7x from last week.  The primary 

reason for the rise in the multiple is the switch from Thomson/Reuter’s calculation of earnings 

for Q3 to that of Standard and Poor’s.   There are periods where the two series diverge, and this 

quarter was one of them.   
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q1, Q2 and Q3) and one estimate (Q4). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process? 
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


